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Abstract

This study assesses the performance of a novel passive variable friction damper
(PVFD) at mitigating wind- and seismic-induced vibrations. The PVFD consists
of two friction plates upon which a cam profile modulates the normal force as a
function of its rotation. A unique feature of the PVFD is its customizable shape,
yielding a customizable friction hysteresis. The objective of the study is to assess
the benefits of crafting the friction behavior to satisfy motion criteria. This is done
numerically on two example buildings: a 5-story structure subjected to seismic
loads, and a 20-story structure subjected to non-simultaneous seismic and wind
loads. A probabilistic performance-based design procedure is introduced to select
the optimum cam configurations throughout each building under the design loads.
After that, numerical simulations are conducted to compare their performance
against that of two equivalent damping schemes: viscous dampers and passive
friction dampers. Results show that customization of the hysteresis behaviors
throughout a structure is necessary to yield optimal performance. Also, the PVFD
outperforms the other damping schemes for wind mitigation by yielding a more
stable response in terms of lower accelerations over the entire wind event. Under
seismic loads, all three damping schemes exhibited comparable performance, but
the PVFD yielded a significantly more uniform drift for the 20-story building.
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1. Introduction

Supplemental damping in structures can be achieved through the installation
of passive, semi active, and active damping systems, enabling structures to attain
higher motion-based performance criteria [1]. Among them, passive supplemental
damping systems have been widely accepted by the structural engineering field
due to their demonstrated long term reliability and cost-effectiveness [2, 3, 4].
Examples of passive devices include viscous dampers [5, 6], viscoelastic dampers
[7, 8], metallic and friction dampers [9, 10, 11], tuned mass/fluid dampers [12, 13,
14], and base isolation systems [15, 16, 17].

Of interest to this paper are friction dampers, typically characterized by me-
chanical simplicity, loading rate independency, and large energy dissipation ca-
pabilities [18]. These devices dissipate mechanical vibrations into heat through
the sliding of one or many surfaces. Several types of friction devices have been
proposed in the literature. In early works, Pal et al. [19] proposed the integra-
tion of sliding surfaces lined with brake pads to reduce the kinetic energy of
braced frames. Later, Mualla et al. [20] studied the use of two friction pad disks
sandwiched between three concentric steel plates installed in a hinge connection.
Morgan et al. [21] added friction dampers to the beam-column connection of
post-tensioned precast frame structures to leverage the gap opening of the con-
nections for energy dissipation. Wolski et al. [22] adopted a similar principle to
steel moment-resisting frame connections. The bottom flange of the beam was
connected to the column through long slotted holes supported by post-tensioned
strands to add self-centering capability. When the applied moment surpassed the
tension in the strands, the connection plates slid and dissipated energy.

The challenge with the aforementioned passive friction dampers is overcom-
ing the static friction force. When the activation force of the damper is too large,
the sliding parts will not move under moderate and low excitations, resulting in
the device acting as a stiffness element. On the other hand, with small activation
forces, the sliding interfaces will not be effective. To address this limitation, some
researchers have proposed optimization algorithm to obtain an optimum activation
force over the height of the buildings [23, 24, 25]. Also, several damping systems
have been proposed to modulate the normal force of the friction damper through
an external force input, termed variable friction devices [18, 26, 27, 28]. Closer to
the work presented in this paper, researchers have also proposed passive variable
friction devices (PVFDs), where the friction force of a passive friction damper is a
function of displacement. For example, Pancha et al. [29] proposed a friction base
isolator incorporating a spherical sliding surface with varying roughness. Calvi et



al. [30] developed a similar isolation device consisting of a circular slider on flat
concentric rings of different friction coefficients. Instead of varying the coefficient
of friction, Wang et al. [31] developed a damper termed arc-surfaced frictional
damper where the normal force varies with the sliding of a friction element within
an arc-shaped tube. Bagheri et al. [32] introduced and experimentally tested a
self-centering friction joint with triangular corrugated friction plates. The rela-
tive movement of the corrugated plates increased the compression on the sliding
surfaces and hence increased the friction force.

The authors have recently studied a type of PVFD [33] in which the normal
force on the friction pads is modulated by a cam as a function of displacement.
Through this mechanism, one can strategically configure the hysteresis behavior
of the device to optimize vibration mitigation. The PVFD has been characterized
in a laboratory at the individual device level [33]. This paper extends the previous
work on the PVFD by numerically studying its potential at mitigating natural haz-
ards. In particular, the performance of the device is studied on a 20-story building
subjected to seismic or wind excitations, and on a 5-story building subjected to
seismic excitations. A motion-based design procedure to optimize the design of
individual hysteresis is presented, which consists of iteratively designing groups
of devices that minimize the response variance. The value in customizing indi-
vidual hysteresis loops is also investigated by comparing the performance of the
device against conventional passive friction devices (PFDs).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the PVFD
and its modeling. Section 3 describes the research methodology including the
description of the prototype buildings, loads, and the PVFD design. Section 4
provides the results of simulations of the prototype buildings equipped with the
PVFD. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of this study.

2. Passive Variable Friction Device

The PVFD is a cam-based passive friction device capable of generating cus-
tomized hysteresis behaviors through a cam profile. It is composed of two sliding
friction plates upon which the cam produces a profile-dependent variable pres-
sure, therefore generating a variable normal force. A schematic of the device and
the installation configuration in the building frame are illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and
(b), respectively. The cam is engineered to allow for a quick update of the sup-
plemental energy dissipation system by simply changing the cam itself, which is
a net advantage over conventional passive friction devices (PFDs). This can be
particularly helpful to adapt the structural behavior to new, unforeseen loads, such
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the PVFD [33]; and (b) an example of its installation in
a braced frame.

as those provoked by a changes in climate and cityscape. The cam is connected to
the upper and lower friction plates through rigid linkages. The friction plates are
clamped between the frame and the cam at θ = 0 to provide a preloading force
FN,preload. A relative motion between the beam and the bracings along y provokes
a reactive damping force Fd and a rotation θ in the cam that supplements the total
normal force FN acting on the friction plates by FN,cam.

FN,cam(θ) = k∆r(θ) (1)

with FN,cam = 0 at ∆r(0) = 0 , and where k is the vertical stiffness of the device
and ∆r(θ) is the change in the radius provoked by a rotation θ with respect to the
radius at θ = 0.

The total normal force FN acting on the friction plates consists of the preload-
ing force FN,preload and the added cam-induced force FN,cam

FN(θ) = FN,preload + FN,cam(θ) (2)

A Coulomb friction model is used to estimate the kinetic damping force Fkinetic(θ)

Fkinetic(θ) = νFN(θ) (3)

where ν is the coefficient of kinetic friction with a value of 0.4 in this study based
on the material used in fabricating the prototype device in [33]. In this study, an
elliptical cam shape is used, which provides a smooth change in the normal force.
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Figure 2: Dynamic behavior of the PVFD with different geometric parameters under harmonic
excitation: (a) force-displacement loops; and (b) force-velocity loops.

Based on the equation of an ellipse in polar coordinates, the radius of the cam, r,
acting on the friction plates can be derived as

r(θ) =
ab√

a2 sin2
(
θ − π

2

)
+ b2 cos2

(
θ − π

2

) (4)

where a and b are the axes of the ellipse, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
rotation of the cam can also be related to the relative displacement of the friction
pads as

θ = tan−1
(y
d

)
(5)

where d is the distance between the two holes of the cam annotated in Fig. 1.

The dynamic behavior of a PVFD prototype was previously characterized us-
ing a modified LuGre friction model [33]. The dynamic friction force Fd is written
as

Fd = σ0z + σ1ż + σ2ẏ (6)

with

ż = ẏ − σ0
| y |
g(ẏ)

z (7)

g(ẏ) = (Fstatic − Fkinetic) exp

(
−
(
ẏ

ẏs

)2
)

(8)
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where Fstatic is the static friction force taken as 1.02 times the kinetic force [33],
σ0, σ1, and σ2, are constant values describing the stiffness of the bristles, micro-
displacement damping, and viscous friction, respectively, z is an evolutionary
variable, ẏ is the relative velocity of friction plates, g(ẏ) is a function describing
the Stribeck effect, and ẏs is a constant representing the Stribeck velocity. Table 1
lists the parameters of the LuGre model characterized through an experimental
prototype of the device in [33].

Table 1: Parameters of the LuGre model [33]
σ0 (N/m) σ1 (N·s/m) σ2 (N·s/m) ẏs (m/s)

2.605× 106 826 1049 0.001

Fig. 2 plots the hysteresis behavior of five example PVFDs using equations
(1) – (8) for the geometric parameters listed in Table 2. These force-displacement
and force-velocity loops were produced under a harmonic excitation of amplitude
10 mm at 0.2 Hz using the LuGre friction model. The hysteresis loops illustrate
that the PVFD is highly customizable.

Table 2: Parameters of the PVFD prototype [33]
cam

parameter 1 2 3 4 5
a (mm) 29.3 30.4 31.5 32.6 33.7
b (mm) 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5
d (mm) 28 28 28 28 28

Fpreload (kN) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

3. Methodology

The performance of the PVFD at mitigating vibrations at the building level is
numerically investigated on two prototype structures. The first one is a 5-story
building subjected to seismic loads, and the second one is a 20-story building
subjected to wind or seismic loads. In what follows, the numerical models of the
buildings are discussed, followed by a description of the external loads and control
strategies studied.
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3.1. Prototype Buildings
Numerical simulations are conducted on a 5-story and a 20-story building.

The 5-story building is a structure located in Shizuoka City, Japan, and studied
in literature [34, 35]. The 20-story building is a structure located in Los Angeles,
CA, previously used as a benchmark control problem [36]. Both buildings are
simulated as lumped-mass shear buildings in their shorter direction. The first three
natural periods of the buildings are listed in Table 3. The model parameters of the
5-story and 20-story buildings are listed in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. The
inherent first modal damping ratio of both buildings is assumed to be 2%, with
damping assumed to be proportional to the stiffness matrix of the structures [1].

Table 3: Natural periods of the prototype buildings

period (s)
mode 5-story 20-story

1 0.991 3.78
2 0.345 1.37
3 0.223 0.83

A state-space formulation is used to model and simulate the buildings. Con-
sider the equation of motion for an n degree-of-freedom structure equipped with
supplemental damping devices

MÜ + CU̇ + KU + EdFd = −MEag + EfFw (9)

where M, C, K are mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the building, re-
spectively, Fd is the damping devices force vector, U is the building displacement
vector, the dot denotes a time derivative, Fw is the wind load vector, ag is the
ground acceleration input, and Ed, E and Ef are damping devices, the ground

Table 4: Model parameters of the 5-story building
floor height (m) mass (103 kg) stiffness (kN/m)

1 4.2 215.2 147000
2 3.6 209.2 113000
3 3.6 207.0 99000
4 3.6 204.8 89000
5 3.6 266.1 84000
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Table 5: modeling parameters of the 20-story building
floor height (m) mass (103 kg) stiffness (kN/m) floor height (m) mass (103 kg) stiffness (kN/m)

1 5.49 563 225,568 11 3.96 552 244,832
2 3.96 552 304,192 12 3.96 552 236,096
3 3.96 552 299,712 13 3.96 552 232,064
4 3.96 552 297,920 14 3.96 552 203,392
5 3.96 552 275,072 15 3.96 552 200,928
6 3.96 552 279,552 16 3.96 552 197,568
7 3.96 552 277,088 17 3.96 552 178,752
8 3.96 552 273,952 18 3.96 552 164,416
9 3.96 552 270,592 19 3.96 552 133,952

10 3.96 552 265,888 20 3.96 584 100,576

acceleration and wind load input location matrices, respectively. The state space
representation of the equation of motion is written as

Ẋ = AX + BdFd + BfFw + Bgag (10)

with

X =

[
U

U̇

]
A =

[
0 I

−M−1K −M−1C

]
Bd =

[
0

−M−1Ed

]
Bf =

[
0

M−1Ef

]
Bg =

[
0
−E

] (11)

where X is the state vector, A is the state matrix, and Bd, Bf and Bg are the input
vectors. A discrete time formulation as discussed in reference [1] is used to solve
the state-space equation. Assuming known state at time step j, the state of the
system at time step j + 1 is approximated as

Xj+1 = eA∆tXj + A−1
(
eA∆t − I

)
[Bgag,j + BfFj] (12)

where e and I are the exponential function and identity matrix, respectively. The
prototype buildings are simulated and analyzed in MATLAB (Release 2017a).

3.2. External loads
The selected structures are excited under non-simultaneous seismic and wind

events.
Wind loads are simulated as concentrated forces acting at each floor level. The

wind force acting on a floor level at height z is simulated as [37]

Fw(z, t) =
1

2
ρV 2(z, t)ACD (13)
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where ρ is the air density, A is the area exposed to the wind pressure, CD is
the drag coefficient of the structure, and V is the wind speed consisting of two
components

V (z, t) = V̄ (z) + v(z, t) (14)

with V̄ as the mean wind speed and v as the zero mean fluctuating component. The
value of V̄ is determined from a 3-second gust speed V̄0 obtained from hazard
maps. Value V̄0 is the mean speed of wind for an open terrain at 10 m, and is
modified for different terrains and heights using [37]

V̄ (z) = V̄ terrain
0

ln (z/z∗)

ln (10/z∗)
(15)

with

V̄ terrain
0 = V̄0

ν∗
ν∗0

ln(10/z∗)

ln(10/z∗0)
(16)

where V̄ terrain
0 is the mean velocity of wind for a given terrain, ν∗ and ν∗0 are the

shear velocities of the building site and open terrain, respectively, and z∗ and z∗0
are the surface roughness for the building site and open terrain, respectively.

The fluctuating component v(z, t) is simulated as a multi-variate stochastic
process with cross-spectral density matrix given by [38]

Sij =

{
Sk(zi, ω) i = j√
Sk(zi, ω)Sk(zj, ω)Cij(ω) i 6= j

(17)

where Sk is the Kaimal power spectral density function of the longitudinal wind
velocity fluctuations at excitation frequency ω and height z

Sk(z, ω) =
1

2

200

2π
ν2
∗

z

V̄ (z)

1(
1 + 50 ωz

2πV̄ (z)

) 5
3

(18)

and Cij is the coherence function between fluctuations at heights i and j

Cij(ω) = exp

(
− ω

2π

10∆z
1
2
(V̄ (zi) + V̄ (zj))

)
(19)

The cross-spectral density matrix is decomposed in order to obtain values at
different heights using Cholesky’s decomposition

S(ω) = H(ω)H∗T (ω) (20)
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where H(ω) is a lower triangular matrix with real and non-negative diagonal el-
ements and with generally complex off-diagonal elements. After, v(z, t) is com-
puted as

v(zi, t) = 2
n∑
k=1

Nω∑
l=1

|Hik(ωkl)|
√

∆ω cos (ωlkt− θik (ωkl) + Φkl) (21)

with

∆ω =
ωcutoff

Nω

; ωkl =

(
l − Nω − l

Nω

)
∆ω; θik(ωkl) = tan−1 Im(Hik(ωkl))

Re(Hik(ωkl))
(22)

where ωcutoff is an upper bound cutoff frequency of the cross-spectral density ma-
trix that can be taken as ωcutoff = N∆ω.

In this study, three wind hazard levels are considered: frequent, occasional,
and rare, corresponding to 10, 50, and 100 years mean recurrence intervals, with
associated V̄0 = 32, 38, and 44 m/s in a suburban region, respectively.

Seismic loads are simulated using the set of six earthquake events used in [39].
The ground motion records are extracted from the PEER ground motion database.
The design response spectrum is established following ASCE 7-16 [40] and based
on the assumption that both buildings are in a site with SDS = 1.01 and SD1 =
0.452. The selected ground motions are scaled to the structure’s first fundamental
period based on the amplitude-scaling method. The selected earthquakes along
with scale factors are listed in Table 6 for both buildings and their corresponding
scaled ground motion response spectra are plotted in Fig. 3.

Table 6: Selected earthquakes and corresponding scale factors

earthquake (year) magnitude station (component)
distance scale factor

(km) 5-story 20-story
Manjil (1990) 7.37 Abbar (90◦) 12.5 0.7 1.08

Imperial Valley (1979) 6.53 El Centro array #11 (140◦) 13 1.63 1.08
Loma Prieta (1989) 6.93 Agnus State Hospital (0◦) 24 2.275 1.57
Northridge (1994) 6.69 West Covina (315◦) 51 3.2 4.16

Landers (1992) 7.28 Amboy (90◦) 69 1.59 1.72
Kern County (1999) 7.36 LA-Hollywood Stor FF (90◦) 115 2.7 1.85

3.3. Performance objectives
The performance of the control systems is assessed following their capabilities

to achieving specific performance objectives depending on the nature of the ex-
ternal excitation. These performance objectives are described in what follows. It
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Figure 3: Scaled seismic response spectrum of the selected earthquake: (a) 5-story; and (b) 20-
story building.

is assumed for conciseness that performance criteria for wind-induced excitations
are exclusively linked to discomfort caused by floor accelerations, and to low drift
to maintain a fully elastic structural state under the studied wind hazards. Micheli
et al. [41] defined a set of acceptable acceleration ranges based on different hazard
levels and target performance objectives. In this study, it is assumed that the build-
ing should satisfy essential performance objectives corresponding to frequent, oc-
casional, and rare wind hazard levels with acceptable acceleration ranges of 10-25
mg, 25-35 mg, and 35-45 mg, respectively. Moreover, the structure should remain
elastic under all of the considered wind hazards. A 0.5% inter-story drift limit is
considered to satisfy displacement constraints [42].

For seismic loadings, it is assumed that the performance is exclusively linked
to structural damage caused by excessive inter-story drift, and while it is recog-
nized that excessive acceleration is an important source of damage, acceleration-
based performance is ignored for brevity. For a structure equipped with a sup-
plemental damping system, it is generally desirable to design for no permanent
damage under the design loads. An inter-story drift of 0.7% satisfies this require-
ment [42].

It is important to remark that the focus of the study is on the performance of the
device at mitigating single load types with a single performance objective. In the
case of multi-objective and/or multi-hazard applications, one would be required
to perform a multi-objective optimization to obtain an optimal performance-based
design of the supplemental energy dissipation system. This is left to future work.
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3.4. PVFD Design Procedure
A typical damper design is conducted through an analytical motion-based de-

sign procedure, as described in [1]. However, given the highly customizable hys-
teresis of a typical PVFD combined with its highly nonlinear behavior, solutions
are usually not mathematically trackable. Instead, a numerical design solution
is applied. Using equations (1)-(8), a set of representative hysteresis behaviors
are generated to reduce the search space. These selected shapes for seismic and
wind mitigation are plotted in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Table 7 lists the
parameters used to generate the selected shapes along with the scaling factor Np

used in the numerical simulations. For seismic mitigation, given the primary con-
trol objective of interstory drift reduction, hysteresis shapes are selected such that
the damping force increases with increasing displacement. For wind vibration
mitigation, given the primary control objective of acceleration reduction, a set of
more diverse hysteresis shapes are considered, some of which exhibit a decreasing
trend in damping force with increasing displacement. To obtain better grounds for
comparison, the geometric properties of the cams are tuned to obtain equal maxi-
mum forces at 0.7% and 0.5% inter-story drift ratios for seismic and wind loading,
respectively, corresponding to the target drift ratios.

The tuning of the cam geometries is conducted through a scaling process. Be-
cause the parameters listed in Table 1 are drawn from an experimental setup with
only one preloading case, and that the parameters of the LuGre model presented
in Section 2 are highly dependent on the magnitude of the preloading force, they
cannot be extended to model dampers with larger capacities. Instead, to numeri-
cally model PVFDs capable of proper capacities to meet the performance targets,
the force output of the experimentally verified model is scaled by a factor termed
damper multiplier Nm. To obtain the damper multipliers, it is assumed that the
building is equipped with friction dampers with constant normal force (cam 1).
Values ofNm for wind and seismic events are obtained through an iterative design
procedure, yielding Nm = 850, and Nm = 4000 for the 5- and 20-story buildings,
respectively, under seismic excitation and Nm = 550 for 20-story building under
wind excitation.

For each building, there are Nc
Ns possible permutations of cam profiles over

the height of the structure, whereNc is the number of selected hysteresis loops and
Ns is the number of floors. Because of a very large number of permutations in the
case of the 20-story building, the search space is further decreased by dividing the
building into four 5-story sections and assigning a single cam profile to a given
section. It follows that there are 3125 and 625 possible permutations for the 5-
and 20-story buildings, respectively.
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Table 7: Geometric parameters of the selected sets of representative behavior

parameter
cam (wind loading) cam (seismic loading)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

a (mm) 40 38.5 38 41 43.5 40.2 45.5 40.7 43 44
b (mm) 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
d (mm) 28 60 55 50 28 40 28 28 10 10
Np 1 1 1 0.55 0.15 1 0.1 0.45 0.08 0.06

Fpreload (kN) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
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Figure 4: The selected sets of representative hysteresis behaviors for (a) wind; and (b) seismic
loadings.

A database of the buildings’ responses is generated for and all the selected
damper combinations. The geometric properties and scaling factors of these dampers
are listed in Table 7. For each of the combinations, the maximum acceleration
under wind loads, and maximum drift ratio of the building under seismic loads
are obtained using the numerical model described in Section 3. A probabilistic
analysis is then performed on the output data to quantify the performance of the
system based on the selected cams. The probabilistic design framework is further
discussed in Section 4.1 through a demonstration.

4. Results and Discussion

A database of structural responses for each hazard level under different re-
alizations is generated following the design procedure as described in Section
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3.4. After, the optimal PVFD combination is selected and its performance bench-
marked against that of the uncontrolled building and of equivalent viscous and
passive friction dampers.

4.1. Cam Profile Selection Process
The cam profile selection process is first demonstrated on the 20-story building

given the lower number of possible design permutations (i.e., simplest scenario).
Design is conducted under rare wind hazard, and the building performance is later
verified under frequent and occasional wind hazards.

A database of acceleration responses for each section of the 20-story build-
ing is constructed using 5 rare wind realizations. The maximum accelerations of
the building under each realization and each selected damper combination are ob-
tained from the database. After, the probabilistic distributions of accelerations are
created to study the building performance under each cam profiles listed in Table 7
for a specific building section. Performance is assessed through a log-normal fit
of the distributions and by evaluating the probability P of the maximum absolute
acceleration Amax exceeding the acceleration threshold ta

P (Amax < ta) = Φ(ta) =

∫ ta

0

fA(x)dx (23)

where fA(x) is the probability density function of a log-normal distribution with
median µ and standard deviation σ, and ta = 45 mg under rare winds. The cam
yielding the best performance is selected, and the procedure is repeated for the
structure equipped with that particular cam at that particular section. Here, the
design starts at the base of the building and moves upwards. Fig. 5 shows an
example of a fitted log-normal distribution with median µ and standard deviation
σ for cam 1 fixed in Section 1 and all possible variations of cams in the other
sections. Four other distributions are generated for each cam in the first section
and the best performance is selected. With the cam selected for the first section,
similar distributions are created for the second section assuming the selected cam
is fixed in the previous section.

The resulting design matrix is shown in Fig. 6. The rows of the matrix corre-
spond to the wind loading cam profiles listed in Table 7. These profiles are fixed
across the given sections (table columns) of the building. The first column of the
distributions in the figure shows the distributions of acceleration responses of the
building for a given cam profile (table rows) selected as fixed in section 1. Results
depicted in the first column show that the probabilities of the building experienc-
ing accelerations lower than the target limit are 14%, 8%, 4%, 10%, and 7% under
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Figure 5: Fitted log-normal distribution on maximum acceleration data for cam 1 fixed in section
1.

cam profiles 1 to 5, respectively. Cam 1 is selected as the one that yields the high-
est probability of mitigation vibrations. The second column in Fig. 6 plots the dis-
tributions of acceleration performance for each cam profile in section 2 and taking
cam 1 fixed in section 1. Cam 1 yields the best performance with Φ(ta) = 18%
for the second section. The process continues under section 3 and section 4 (cam
5 selected), providing the optimal combination cam 1, cam 1, cam 1, and cam 5
in sections 1 to 4, respectively. The selected distributions are highlighted in the
figure with green dashed rectangles. The higher performance provided by cam
5 in the top section of the building can be attributed to the relatively low drift
of the upper floors, whereas a friction damper with high activation force would
provoke higher accelerations. Generally, as observed in Fig. 6, for sections where
the building motion can overcome the activation force (i.e., sections 1-3), higher
energy dissipation capacity correlates with lower acceleration, and for stories with
low drifts, lower activation forces correlates with lower accelerations.

A similar procedure to cam profile selection for wind is followed for seismic
excitation with the corresponding seismic cam profiles listed in Table 7, but with
the probabilistic performance metric of interest taken as

P (Dmax < td) = Φ(td) =

∫ td

0

fD(x)dx (24)

where Dmax is the maximum absolute inter-story drift, td = 0.7% is the drift
threshold, and fD(x) is a log-normal distribution of median µ and standard devi-
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Figure 6: Distributions of maximum absolute acceleration data caused by rare winds on the 20-
story building.

ation σ. In addition to designing for the performance target, the variation of the
drift over the height of the structure is also considered for seismic loading in order
to maintain a uniform drift and reduce risk of damage concentration. Fig. 7 shows
the design matrix for the 5-story building, with σdrift being the mean value of the
standard deviation of drift over the height of the building. Because the drift limit
is satisfied, the design is based on σdrift instead of the expected value µ. Start-
ing from the first story (column 1), all cam profiles satisfy the target drift but yet
with cam 1 yielding the best performance in terms of drift variation. In the sec-
ond story, taking cam 1 as fixed on the first story (column 2), cam 1 yields the best
performance. Repeating the process leads to the following optimal configurations:
cam 1, cam 1, cam 5, cam 5, and cam 2, for stories 1 to 5, respectively, as shown
in the figure.

Lastly, Fig. 8 shows the design matrix for the 20-story building subjected to
seismic excitations. Following the same procedure, the resulting optimal combi-
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nations, highlighted in the figure by green dashed rectangles, are cam 1, cam 5,
cam 5, and cam 2, for sections 1 to 4, respectively.

The last column of the design matrix for earthquake loading is not a probability
distribution. Unlike wind loading, where the data for each wind realization is
used individually, in case of earthquake loading, the mean value of the maximum
response under the earthquake suite is used because of the variability of responses
under seismic excitation. Therefore, for the last cam, there would only be one
combination per cam.

cam 1

cam 2

cam 3

cam 4

cam 5

drift (%)

li
ke

li
ho

od

story 1 story 2 story 3 story 4 story 5

Figure 7: Distributions of maximum absolute drift data caused by seismic excitations on the 5-
story building.

4.2. Performance evaluation
The performance of the selected cam profile combinations at mitigating natu-

ral hazards is evaluated under both example buildings by assessing the capability
of the control method at restricting structural motion to target thresholds, and by
comparing performance against equivalent viscous dampers and equivalent PFDs.

The equivalent viscous dampers and PFDs are designed by equating the en-
ergy dissipated by the PVFD under a harmonic load. The equivalent dampers are
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Figure 8: Distributions of maximum absolute drift data caused by seismic excitations on the 20-
story building.

calculated as [1]

ceq, viscous =

∫ t
0
FPVFDu dt∫ t
0
u̇2 dt

(25)

Fmax, PFD =

∫ t
0
FPVFDu dt∫ t

0
u̇ dt

(26)

with
u = û sin(ωt) (27)

where ceq, viscous, and Fmax, PFD are the equivalent viscous damping coefficient and
the maximum force of the PFD, respectively, û is the amplitude of vibration taken
as the target drift corresponding to each hazard level, and ω is the excitation fre-
quency taken as the first natural frequency of the structures. Tables 8 and 9 list
the parameters equivalent to each cam profile for both structures under wind and
seismic loadings, respectively.
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Table 8: Equivalent viscous damping coefficient and PFD maximum force - wind loading

cam
ceq,viscous

(kN·s/m)
Fmax,PFD

(kN)
1 9429 162
2 7976 137
3 6637 115
4 6491 112
5 2826 48

Table 9: Equivalent viscous damping coefficient and PFD maximum force - seismic loading
5-story 20-story

cam
ceq,viscous

(kN·s/m)
Fmax,PFD

(kN)
ceq,viscous

(kN·s/m)
Fmax,PFD

(kN)
1 3944 323 53009 1297
2 1124 92 18929 463
3 2308 189 32684 799
4 1669 137 28104 687
5 2441 200 39695 971

The performance of the building under wind excitations is evaluated using 50
wind realizations under each hazard level applied to the different control cases,
in addition to the uncontrolled buildings. A normal distribution is fitted to the
maximum accelerations of the building under wind loads. The distribution of the
maximum acceleration under each control case is plotted in Fig. 9, which also
shows the mean acceleration responses. Results show that the uncontrolled case
does not satisfy the acceleration performance under any hazard levels, while the
PVFD case yields satisfactory motion under each hazard level. The PVFD also
outperforms the viscous case by resulting in relative gains of 31%, 20%, and 11%
in accelerations under frequent, occasional, and rare wind hazard levels, respec-
tively. However, relative to the PFD, the PVFD only outperforms under the fre-
quent wind hazard with a relative gain of 15% in acceleration, but underperforms
under the occasional and rare wind events with relative losses of 5% and 10% in
acceleration, respectively.

To further study the relative performance of the PVFD against that of the
equivalent dampers, one can evaluate the number of times that the acceleration
responses exceed a given threshold over an event, instead of relying on a single
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Figure 9: Distributions of maximum absolute accelerations under each control case compared
against uncontrolled for: (a) frequent; (b) occasional; and (c) rare wind hazards.

data point (i.e., the maximum absolute acceleration response). Here, the number
of times that the absolute acceleration on the floor with the highest acceleration
responses exceed 60% of threshold ta, N|ẍ|>0.6ta , is counted. Metric N|ẍ|>0.6ta ,
a measure of how well a control system is successful at maintaining a smooth
structural response, is evaluated under each hazard level over all 50 wind real-
izations. The threshold of 60% is selected arbitrarily to demonstrate a relatively
narrow band of the acceleration response. The distribution of N|ẍ|>0.6ta is plot-
ted in Fig. 10 under each hazard level and control case. On average, N|ẍ|>0.6ta is
significantly lower for the PVFD compared against the two other passive damp-
ing schemes. Also, the building with the PVFD experiences significantly less
variations in N|ẍ|>0.6ta under different wind realizations, which signifies a more
constant performance of the system. This higher performance of the PVFD can
be attributed to the customization of the hysteresis. Fig. 11 plots the acceleration
time histories of the top floor for a typical wind realization. A comparison of the
enlarged sections shows that the PFD (Fig. Fig. 11(b)) tends to oscillate away
from center, attributable to the larger activation force and causing a higher count
N|ẍ|>0.6ta .

Another performance metric of interest is the drift ratio, which thus far has
been assumed to be satisfied under rare wind loads. The drift target threshold is
taken as 0.5% to satisfy the elastic limit [42]. Here, the satisfaction of the drift
target is examined under the rare wind hazard events. Similar to the acceleration
data, normal distributions are used to model the maximum drifts of the building
with and without a controlled system, and is plotted in Fig 12. The maximum
drifts of the building are below the target level for all control cases. Compared to
the uncontrolled case, the means of the maximum drifts are reduced by 30%, 36%,
and 42% for PVFD, viscous, and PFD control cases, respectively. However, the
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Figure 10: Metric N|ẍ|>0.6ta under each control case for: (a) frequent; (b) occasional; and (c) rare
wind hazard.
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Figure 11: Acceleration time history for a typical wind realization: (a) building equipped with
PVFDs, (b) building equipped with PFDs.
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use of the PVFD results in a higher average and spread of drift compared with the
two other control schemes, with a negligible probability (0.58%) of exceedance
of the design threshold.

li
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od

drift ratio (%)

uncontrolled = 0.5
PFD = 0.29
viscous = 0.32
PVFD = 0.35

Figure 12: Distribution of maximum drift for the 20-story building under rare wind hazards (50
wind realizations).

The evaluation of the PVFD performance is continued for both buildings sub-
jected to seismic excitations. The responses of the buildings equipped with the
selected optimum PVFD combinations are plotted in Fig 13 under the design level
earthquake events. The performance target is satisfied for both buildings. One can
observed that the drift distributions over the heights of both buildings, in particular
for the 20-story building, are quite uniform.

The performance of the PVFD is also compared against that of the other con-
trol devices. Fig. 14 plots the average drift profiles, taken by averaging the max-
imum absolute drifts over all earthquake realizations, for the building equipped
with PVFD, viscous dampers, PFD, and uncontrolled. The figure also reports
the average standard deviations of the drift over the height of the structure. The
shaded areas in the figure show the bounds of the drift for each control case. All
control cases significantly reduced the mean maximum drift of the uncontrolled
building. Although the mean value of the drifts of all the control strategies are
similar, in some loading cases, the maximum drift of the structure slightly ex-
ceeds the threshold for the viscous and PFD cases in the 5-story building and for
the PFD in the 20-story building. Also, for both buildings, the PFDs exhibits a
wider range of responses compared to the other two control strategies. In the case
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Figure 13: Maximum drift distribution under design level earthquake: (a) 5-story; and (b) 20-story
building.

of the 20-story building, an inspection of the average standard deviations of the
drift reveals that the PVFD strategy yields the most uniform drift in the response
profile.
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Figure 14: Maximum drift distributions under seismic excitation of (a) 5-story, and (b) 20-story
building.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the performance of a novel passive variable friction device (PVFD)
at mitigating wind and seismic loads was numerically assessed. The PVFD is a
friction device designed to produce a damping force that varies as a function of
its rotation through a customizable cam mechanism, resulting in a customizable
friction hysteresis. The objective of the study was to assess the benefits of craft-
ing the friction behavior to satisfy motion criteria. Due to the high nonlinearity of
the device resulting in mathematically non-trackable analytical solutions, a proba-
bilistic approach was used to select an optimal damper configuration (i.e., hystere-
sis shapes) over the stories of the building. The approach consisted of producing
a set of responses to different hazard realizations under various cam configura-
tions, and sequentially selecting cams that resulted in the best performance and
repeating the procedure by holding the selected cams constant. The performance
metrics were the lowest expected maximum absolute acceleration for wind loads,
and the lowest variation in inter-story drifts for seismic loads.

The proposed approach was demonstrated on a 5-story and a 20-story build-
ing subjected to wind and seismic loads. The effects of varying the hysteresis
behaviors of the PVFD on the response of the selected buildings were presented
and studied under a probabilistic framework. For the purpose of acceleration re-
duction, results show that hysteresis behaviors that equivalently reduce the stiff-
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ness of the structure are not effective, while hysteresis behaviors with high ac-
tivation forces showed good performance, unless the inter-story movement was
not large enough to activate the device in which case a lower activation force
showed better performance. For the purpose of drift control, the results showed
that utilizing dampers with the highest dissipation capacity did not yield optimal
performance, and the optimal cam combinations consisted of a mix of different
hysteresis shapes.

Simulation results demonstrated that the probabilistic framework identified a
set of PVFDs that yielded desired performance under both wind and seismic ex-
citations. The performance was compared against that of two equivalent damping
schemes: passive viscous and passive friction dampers (PFDs). In the case of
wind-induced vibrations, both PVFDs and PFDs were shown to be more effective
than viscous dampers. However, for the selected building, the PVFDs resulted in
a significantly more stable response in terms of lower accelerations over the entire
wind event. In the case of seismic-induced vibrations, all three damper configura-
tions demonstrated comparable performance with the PFDs performing similarly
to the PVFDs, but yet slightly outperforming the other two dampers in terms of
drift reduction in the 5-story building. The PVFDs provided a more uniform drift
for the 20-story building compared to the equivalent damping schemes. Overall,
the results of this study show the capability and applicability of the PVFD, which
could empower designers with hysteresis customization capabilities in designing
supplemental energy dissipation systems. The simple design of the PVFD also al-
lows for the replacement of the cam in the advent of required modifications caused
by damage or change in demand. For example, this can be useful to quickly up-
date the supplement energy mitigation system to a permanent change in wind load
arising from a change in cityscape.
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